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international partners to sign license agreement 
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Identificativo proposta:BORU20210513003 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

The Russian company from Moscow specializes in neural networks and is looking for foreign partners to sign 
a license agreement. The company offers software services provided by their own framework product. 
 
 
The Russian company from Moscow was established in 2015 and specialized in neural networks. The 
company offers software services provided by their own framework product. The services allow building a 
neural network for a specific task to visualize its architecture, launch the training of the network and export 
the trained neural network for further implementation. Trained neural networks classify objects into different 
categories according to the corresponding input data. The technology allows to analyze the data and make 
predictions. Some of the analogues include international frameworks developed by transnational companies. 
Applications: the public sector (e.g., voting, access control system, security services); industrial sector: 
metallurgy (for example, control of metal alloys), oil, gas, engineering; financial sector: banks, insurance 
companies, pension Fund (for example, automatic processing of appeals of citizens to the contact centres 
through voice recognition); OPK (Open Product Key) (for example, detection of defective parts for video 
pipeline); transportation; education; agriculture (for example, determining the approximate population of 
parasites on the site by analyzing photos of pheromone traps) and others. The company is looking for 
international partners to sign license agreement for the sectors: manufacture, production, industry, 
agriculture, education, health care, social security, building, transport (transportation), communication, trade, 
logistics. Under the license agreement, the company will provide the software product and holder of the non-
exclusive right to sell the software product and also provide services related to the transfer of technical and 
reference information related to the operation of the software product. 
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